The OzBiz EzyLink® integration programme takes a complex accounting process and
makes it easy. The programme addresses the following issues:
Debtor and Doctor Liabilities.
Transaction date confusion.
Adjustments/Write Offs for prior dates.
Customised MYOB reports by Doctor.

We use the OzBiz integration tools in some of our other
businesses finding them to be of considerable benefit.
We asked OzBiz whether they could achieve the same
result by integrating to Best Practice. We are absolutely
delighted with the end result which will benefit not only
our business, but others running a multiple Doctor

1 Mouse click and it s done.

Import Services, Adjustments,
Write-offs, and Payments.

Accrue Services, Accrued
GST and Payments by Doctor.

Reconcile, by Doctor through the
use of dedicated GL Codes.

Manage Doctors within MYOB
without impact on the Practice
P&L or Balance Sheet.

View/Print reports by Doctor for
any period showing the Services,
accrued GST and Payments.

Clients purchasing the OzBiz EzyLink® programme for accounting integration
also receive the OzBiz EzyLink® payment calculator (see below)

OzBiz Ezylink® Payment Calculator is available as a separate programme for those
not wanting to integrate with MYOB. It automates this process in just a few seconds/
minutes (depending on the size of your practice). It produces an Excel spreadsheet
with all the information by user and a master sheet for the practice.
Payments for large practices (20 Doctors) for a fortnight can be done in as little as
90 seconds. Payments for a 5 Doctor Practice can be done in as little as 30 seconds!
The excel spreadsheet has a worksheet for each user and a master sheet for the
practice. Each line is colour-coded for easy identification.

1 Button press and it s done.

Save hours of time and effort.

No manual entry. The data is
drawn directly from BP.

Pay on Invoices, or Receipts.

Handles Exception items.

Take 100% Practice Items into
account.

Correctly apply any bulk billing
incentive.

An Excel spreadsheet for each
Doctor and a master sheet for the
Practice.

Please call for details or a free online demonstration

Practice. Heather Gardner - FKG Group of companies
I just wanted to let you know how happy we are with the
OzBiz system. The importing of information from Best
Practice has saved a huge amount of time in data entry
and no longer relying on manual data entry has ensured
the accuracy of the information imported into our
Accounting package.

Stephen Ross Practice Manager Bendigo Medical
Centre
We began using OzBiz EzyLink at the beginning of
the financial year. The first thing we noticed was
how efficient and accurate the payment calculator
was for processing the Doctor's Funds. This
development has made a tedious process a
pleasure. The ability to import payments directly
from BP to MYOB is great. If there has been a
problem it was usually due to human error.
OzBiz are fantastic! They have done all of the hard
work for us by logging on externally and installing
& setting up the system. They have always made
themselves available to us when we have had any
queries, they have been there every step of the way.
For these reasons, I highly recommend the OzBiz
EzyLink system.
Angela Crane Riverstone Family Medical Practice.
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